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PRESS RELEASE 
 
 
QLOCKTWO Baselworld Novelties 
 
The new dimension 
 
The successful QLOCKTWO family by Biegert & 
Funk has grown considerably. Thanks to its 
formidable size of 180 x 180 cm, the 
QLOCKTWO 180 glows widely visible with its 
displayed time in words.  
The QLOCKTWO W watch now has a big sister, 
the QLOCKTWO W 39. 
 
 
QLOCKTWO 180 
The perfect combination of large-scale presence 
and minimalistic design. There have often been 
inquiries about a widely visible QLOCKTWO for 
large spaces. In Basel it can now be admired up 
close: With its dimensions of 180 x 180 cm it can 
indeed be seen from far away.  
 
“The unique statement of the word clock makes 
an everlasting impression from any distance, 
while creating a harmonizing and exhilarating 
effect, which also characterizes its smaller 
siblings”, says Marco Biegert. 
 
The body is made of white painted wood and the 
time display can be remote-controlled. Using 
high-precision laser technology, the letters are 
cut into the metal, which is available in all RAL 
colours and 20 languages and can be produced 
individually as a Creator’s Edition upon request. 
 
All QLOCKTWO 180s are handmade in the 
Biegert & Funk manufactory in Schwäbisch 
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Gmünd as part of an exclusive and individual 
production process. 
 
 
QLOCKTWO W 39 
A new watch with two new straps in the iconic 
QLOCKTWO design, measuring 39 x 39 mm. 
  
“Developing a bigger size for the QLOCKTWO W 
was long overdue”, says Andreas Funk. The size 
is indicated in the name of this model: 39 x 39 
mm, hence QLOCKTWO W 39. The classic 
functions remain unchanged. At the touch of a 
button, the time is displayed, alternatively 
seconds or the calendar day. 
  
The W 39 will be available in two different 
designs from September onwards 
  
QLOCKTWO W 39 Black Steel 
Inside a black case is a black metallic matrix with 
precisely cut out letters. The watch is 
complemented by a matching black, DLC-coated 
Milanese bracelet. 
 
QLOCKTWO W 39 Fine Steel 
Inside a stainless steel case is the stainless steel 
matrix with precisely cut out letters. The watch 
comes with a leather watchstrap. 
 
 
QLOCKTWO Copper 
New front with brushed copper surface / 
Available from spring 2017 
 
For thousands of years it has been one of the 
most important metals for mankind: Copper. 
Today, this element has become indispensable. 
In interior design it is currently enjoying a 
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renaissance. Copper is a timeless natural 
material with a warm appearance.  
 
The enthusiasm about this beautiful metal is 
shared by QLOCKTWO manufacturer Biegert & 
Funk from Schwäbisch Gmünd in Germany. 
From spring 2017 a new front cover with a 
brushed copper surface will be available for the 
multiple award-winning QLOCKTWO items. It is 
created by applying several layers of copper onto 
a magnetic stainless steel core in a galvanic 
process.  
 
“This procedure ensures that the front can be 
fixed magnetically and thus invisibly, without 
compromising the typical look of this historical 
non-ferrous metal”, explain Marco Biegert and 
Andreas Funk, the two creative minds behind the 
young design classic. 
 
The light shines through the letters that have 
been precisely cut out of the metal, creating the 
beautiful effect of displaying the time in words in 
a particularly aesthetic way. The satin sheen of 
the copper surface on the inner sides of the 
letters further reflects this glow and enhances the 
warm and comfortable atmosphere that the 
QLOCKTWO Copper exudes. 
 
With its balanced appearance, the QLOCKTWO 
Copper harmoniously matches any environment. 
 
The QLOCKTWO Copper is available now in 
sizes Classic and Large. 
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QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Vintage 
Copper 
QLOCKTWO Classic and Large in an especially 
eye-catching design with patinated copper 
surface. 
 
A lively, unique surface – that’s what the 
designers of QLOCKTWO had in mind. Based on 
the QLOCKTWO Copper, they looked at the 
metal’s different forms of appearance and were 
inspired by the naturally patinated copper on 
roofs, sculptures and coins. 
 
Marco Biegert explains: “After a long test phase, 
we managed to patinate copper in a way that 
gives every single clock a completely unique 
surface meeting the high expectations of a 
Creator’s Edition.” The passionate diver Andreas 
Funk continues: “In some places, you can sense 
the bright colours of the copper and others are 
reminiscent of a bluish green submarine world.”  
 
It is a unique combination of technology and art. 
Using high-precision laser technology, the letters 
are cut into the vivid surface. Copper is then 
applied to the magnetic stainless steel core to 
ensure the front can be fixed invisibly.  
 
“The QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Vintage 
Copper provides a chance to tell the time and 
admire a unique piece of art”, says Andreas 
Funk. A statement telling us to enjoy time.  
 
The QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Vintage 
Copper will be available from May 2017 in sizes 
Classic and Large. 
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QLOCKTWO in new colour Hazelnut 
 
The new powder-coated steel front Hazelnut 
sparkles in different ways, depending on light 
and angle due to metallic inclusions. “The new 
colour allows the QLOCKTWO to shine with an 
almost magical appearance which harmoniously 
blends with any interior design style”, says Marco 
Biegert. The QLOCKTWO Hazelnut is available 
now in sizes Classic and Large. 
 
 
QLOCKTWO by Biegert & Funk 
 
Time is celebrated in a special way. The letters 
form words describing the time in five-minute 
intervals. “It is half past eight.” Every illuminated 
dot in a corner represents a minute that is added 
to the displayed time. The brightness can be set 
to suit individual preferences or it can 
automatically adjust to the surrounding light.  
 
The QLOCKTWO tells time in more than 20 
different languages.  
 
Production started in 2009 and it quickly became 
clear that the inventors’ quest for perfection 
would also be the deciding factor for all 
employees, suppliers and components. Every 
detail is thought through and tested for 
functionality and quality. QLOCKTWO is 
produced in the factory in Schwäbisch Gmünd 
and there is a reason for it: “Handmade in 
Germany and the regional connection are part of 
our philosophy”, explains Marco Biegert. 
 
More than a dozen international design awards 
and prizes, such as the Red Dot Design Award, 
the iF Product Design Award, the Good Design 
Award and the Plus X Award for functionality and 
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design, confirm that Marco Biegert and Andreas 
Funk are on the right tracks. 
 
 
QLOCKTWO Family 
 
QLOCKTWO Classic 
 
Wall / table clock in the format 45 × 45 × 2 cm 
with a corpus made from white lacquered wood. 
With a front cover made from brushed stainless 
steel, matt powder coated stainless steel or 
polished acrylic glass in seven different colors. 
 
An additional exclusive version is the 
QLOCKTWO Classic Carbon Fibre with a front 
cover made of carbon and a matt black 
lacquered body. 
 
QLOCKTWO Classic Creator’s Edition 
 
Numbered and laser-signed unique pieces of the 
wallclock. The front cover of the QLOCKTWO 
Creator’s Edition Raw Iron is manufactured from 
raw steel. In the case of the QLOCKTWO 
Creator’s Edition Rust, this raw steel is corroded 
with a elaborate process. The front cover of the 
QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Gold is coated by 
hand with wafer-thin gold leaf; that of the 
QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Platinum with 
pure platinum leaf. 
 
QLOCKTWO Touch 
 
Table clock with alarm function measuring 13.5 × 
13.5 × 1.8 cm. The body of the clock is made 
from a solid aluminium block. With a front cover 
made from brushed stainless steel or seven 
colors of polished acrylic glass. Furthermore 
available: QLOCKTWO Touch Deep Black with 
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black case and black coated front cover. 
QLOCKTWO Touch Golden Legend, case, stand 
and steel front cover coated with 24 carat fine 
gold.  
 
QLOCKTWO Touch Creator’s Edition Rust 
 
Numbered and laser-signed unique pieces of the 
table clock with alarm function in the dimensions 
13.5 × 13.5 × 1.8 cm, with black case, black 
base and front cover made of hand-rusted raw 
steel.   
 
QLOCKTWO Large 
 
The big sister of QLOCKTWO Classic measures 
90 × 90 × 3.5 cm and comes with a front cover 
from brushed or matt powder coated stainless 
steel. Also available as Rust, Gold, Platinum and 
Raw Iron. 
 
QLOCKTWO W  
 
The high-quality stainless steel case of the wrist 
watch is available in different finishes: brushed, 
polished, black DLC coated. The display is 
available in black, white, rhodium-plated, PVD 
rosé gold-coated or gold-plated stainless steel. 
For the QLOCKTWO W Golden Words version, 
the case, the Milanese bracelet and the dial are 
PVD-gold plated. The QLOCKTWO W comes 
with a leather or rubber strap in different lengths 
or a Milanese bracelet. It is available in eight 
languages. 
 
More information: www.qlocktwo.com 
 
 
 
 


